**Courses listed in more than one area shall not be certified in more than one area.**

---

### AREA A  
**English Language & Communication**  
CSU: 3 courses: ONE from each group A1, A2, and A3  
9 sem. or 12 qtr. units  
pass along or exam  
C | IP | N

| A1 | Oral Communication  
COMM 101 |
| A2 | English Composition  
ENGLISH 101 |
| A3 | Critical Thinking  
ENGLISH 102, 103; PHILOS 008 |

---

### AREA B  
**Scientific Inquiry & Quantitative Reasoning**  
Select 2 courses: At least ONE from each group 5A: Physical Science AND at least ONE from group 5B: Biological Science  
LAB requirement: group C, lab courses identified to meet this requirement are notated with upper case A  
9 - 12 sem. or 12 - 15 qtr. units  
pass along or exam  
C | IP | N

| B1 | Physical Science  
ASTRON 001, 005; CHEM 051, 070, 101, 102, 211, 212, 221; EARTH 001; ENV SCI 001; GEOG 001; GEOL 001, 006; PHYSICS 006, 007, 011, 012, 014, 101, 102, 103 |
| B2 | Life Sciences  
ANATOMY 001; ANTHRO 101, 111; BIOLOGY 003, 005, 006, 007; MICRO 001, 020; PHYSIOL 001; PSYCH 002 |
| B3 | Lab Science requirement:  
Any course from 5A or 5B above with lab notation A |
| B4 | Mathematics / Quantitative Reasoning  

---

### AREA C  
**Arts & Humanities**  
Select 3 courses: at least ONE from each group 3A and 3B  
9 sem. or 12 qtr. units  
pass along or exam  
C | IP | N

| C1 | ARC 130 (2 units), 131 (2 units); ART 101, 102, 103, 201; MUSIC 101, 116, 141; THEATER 100 |
| C2 | A.S.L. 001, 002, 003, 004; ENGLISH 102**, 127, 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 212, 215, 240; FRENCH 001, 002; HISTORY 002; HUMAN 001, 002, 060; KIN MAJ 106; LABR ST 021; PHILOS 001, 020; SPANISH 001, 002, 035, 036 |

---

### AREA D  
**Social Sciences**  
Requirement for new or returning students who begin at a CCC in fall 2021: Student will need to complete 6 semester or 9 quarter units. Select 2 courses from any discipline  
Students with catalog rights prior to fall 2021: will need to complete 9 semester or 12 quarter units in Area D, from at least two different disciplines for certification. However, continuing students may opt to follow the revised 2021-22 CSU GE Breadth pattern and complete 6 units in Area D and 3 units in Area F.  
6 sem. or 9 qtr. units  
pass along or exam  
C | IP | N

| ADM JUS 001, 004; AF AM 004, 005; ANTHRO 102; CHICANO 007, 008; CH DEV 001; ECON 001, 002; GEOG 002, 007; HEALTH 101; HISTORY 002**, 011*, 012*, 041*, 042*, 043*, 044*, 052*, 086, 087; LABR ST 001, 004; POL SCI 001*, 002, 007; PSYCH 001, 013, 014, 032, 069, 074; SOC 001, 002, 011, 028, 031 |

---

### AREA E  
**Lifelong Learning & Self-Development**  
3 sem. or 4 qtr. units  
pass along or exam  
C | IP | N

| CH DEV 001; COUNSEL 020, 040; HEALTH 002, 006, 008, 011, 021, 043, 051; KIN 047 through 500; KIN ATH 516, 563**; KIN MAJ 101; PSYCH 013, 041; SOC 028 |

---

**Disclaimer:** Every effort has been taken to ensure that the information below is accurate and timely. However, this information is unofficial and should be checked against the official information found on the ASSIST website: **www.assist.org**

**Note:** This CSU GE Plan totals 39 CSU transferable semester units. A minimum of 60 CSU transferable semester units is required for transfer. You will need to complete additional coursework in your major and maybe some elective courses. Please consult ASSIST for applicable major coursework and see a counselor to develop an Education Plan.

**Courses listed in more than one area shall not be certified in more than one area.**
Students can now use the CVC Exchange to search for online courses that meet the CSU GE Area F: Ethnic Studies requirement which goes into effect this fall 2021. Students and counselors can search this requirement across the 84 colleges currently providing online course schedule updates to cvc.edu. Currently, 73 individual courses meeting Area F requirements as validated by assist.org are listed on the CVC Exchange. As additional courses are approved and added to assist.org, search results will be updated.

To find a course, students need to navigate to cvc.edu and after typing in their Primary California College, select CSU Breadth Requirements and then CSU GE F – Ethnic Studies from the dropdown menu. A demonstration video on using the CVC Exchange is also available here.

**CSU GE Policy & Information**

This CSU GE Plan totals approximately 39 units. A minimum of 60 CSU transferrable semester units is required for admission. You will need to complete additional coursework for your major and maybe some elective courses. Please consult ASSIST.ORG for specific major prep coursework and see a counselor to develop an Educational Plan.

- All CSU GE courses must be completed with a passing grade. A grade of "P" is acceptable if equivalent to a "C" grade.
- However, areas A1, A2, A3 and B4, must be completed with a "C-" or better.
- Courses listed in more than one CSU GE subject area may only be used for ONE area.
- Students have the option of completing IGETC to fulfill the G.E requirements for CSU. AREA 1C of IGETC must be completed for CSU admission.
- Courses may be used to satisfy both CSU GE and major requirements.

This advising form may not be the best general education preparation pathway for ALL majors (such as Engineering or Computer Science). Consult with a counselor to determine the best plan to meet your educational goals.

**WARNING:** Many students attend multiple California Community College campuses. If that’s you, be sure to follow the CSU GE at each college of attendance. CSU policy states that CSU coursework completed in a specific subject area will be used in the same area designated by the California Community College at which the course was completed. This is also the policy if your courses are completed at more than one of the LACCD campuses.

**Note:** Use www.assist.org to check admission and selection for impacted majors and programs.

### CSU Admission Requirements

- A minimum of 60 CSU transferrable units are required for admission to CSU as an upper division transfer student.
- All CSU transferrable coursework must be completed with a minimum 2.00 g.p.a.
- Complete the “Golden Four” admission requirements: All courses must be completed with a grade of "C-" or better.
  - A2. English 101
  - A3. Critical Thinking (one course) English 102 or English 103 or Philosophy 8
  - B 4. Mathematics (one course)
    - (Check your major requirements to make sure your math also satisfies this requirement)

**Certification is not automatic:**

- You must meet with a counselor and make sure to have the CSU GE certificate added to your academic plan in PeopleSoft.
- Official transcripts must be on file in Admissions & Records for GE credit from all institutions attended outside of LACCD. This also applies to official exam scores (AP, IB, CLEP).
- Counselor must sign this verification before submission to the Admissions & Records office.
- CSU GE must be fully certified to earn an AA-T or AS-T degree for CSU.
- Appropriate non-CCC general education courses in the humanities, mathematics, social sciences, and natural sciences that are completed at United States regionally accredited institutions may be certified on CSU GE Breadth if the courses meet the Area Standards in their content, prerequisites, texts, units.
- International coursework may be applied to CSU GE Breadth if the international institution has United States regional accreditation.
- All other international coursework cannot be applied to CSU GE Breadth.